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Technology-Sense and

People-Sensibility

http://affect.media.mit.edu



Feature point
tracking

Head pose
estimation

Facial feature
extraction

Head & facial
action unit
recognition

Head & facial
display
recognition

Mental state
inference

Hmm … Let
me think
about this

!  Experimental Evaluation ! ConclusionsInferring Cognitive-Affective State from

Facial+Head movements (el Kaliouby, 2005)

Other
examples:

Agree

Disagree





LIVE EXPERIMENT:

Feedback 6 states -> 3 states

INTERESTED,

AGREEING, or

CONCENTRATING



LIVE EXPERIMENT:

Feedback 6 states -> 3 states

CONFUSED
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CONCENTRATING



LIVE EXPERIMENT:

Feedback 6 states -> 3 states

DISAGREEING or

“THINKING” (no longer attending)

CONFUSED

INTERESTED,

AGREEING, or

CONCENTRATING



WHY NOT JUST GIVE

Green/Yellow/Red buttons to push?

Because people forget to do this while

they’re engaged.

(e.g., T. Sheridan (1975), Proc of the IEEE, Vol 63, No.

3, pp. 463-475.)



Many people can use this kind of

information…



Many people can use this kind of

information…



Many people can use this kind of

information…

 + Designers of web pages,1000-

Channel content providers,

Advertisers, Telemetrics, Packaging,

Distance Learning, Interfaces, …



This technology can help reduce

rudeness…

Example:  Let applications know when

you’re concentrating, then...
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This technology can help reduce

frustration…



This technology can help reduce

frustration…

Disagreeing



This technology can help reduce

frustration…

Inhibit smiling (and

more…)

Disagreeing



We’re not just developing this new capability

to make office experiences better…we’re

using it to affect real people’s lives right

now, for example, enabling people with

autism to have new tools for

communication



1 child in 150 is on the autism spectrum
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2007)

Autism

makes it

challenging

to recognize

and predict

emotional

expressions

in face-to-

face

interaction



Hat-cam, Self-cam

1. Hat-Cam
(to capture other’s
expressions)

2. Self-Cam
(to communicate
self expressions)



Dual-cam

For understanding and translating social-
emotional cues in dialogues





‘

http://ballastexistenz.autistics.org

YouTube  “In My Language” 252,352 views
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How hard is it to make real-time

emotionally intelligent moves?

Chess:  The first player can open with any of 20 actions and the second
player can respond with 20 as well.  After the first two moves, there
are 400 branches to specify.



How hard is it to make real-time

emotionally intelligent moves?

After three moves there are 5362 distinct chess positions, and
there are 8902 chess games that end in exactly 3 moves.

The number of chess games that end in exactly n=4 moves is

197,742.

The number of chess games that end in exactly n=5 moves is

4,897,256.

The number of chess games that end in exactly n=6 moves is

120,921,506.

The number of chess games that end in exactly n=7 moves is
3,284,294,545,….

(K. Thompson, Sloane's A006494)



How hard is it to make real-time

emotionally intelligent moves?

It has been estimated that the total number
of possible moves in chess is on the order
of 10^120 …A computer making a billion
calculations a second, would need
approximately 3x10^103 years to consider
all of these moves.

(Dixit and Skeath, 1999:66)
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Chess:  The first player can open with any of 20 actions and the second
player can respond with 20 as well.  After the first two moves, there
are 400 branches to specify.

After three moves there are 5362 distinct chess positions, and there are
8902 chess games that end in exactly 3 moves.  The number of
chess games that end in exactly n=4,5,6,7, … moves are 197,742,
4,897,256, 120,921,506, 3,284,294,545,….

It has been estimated that the total number of possible moves in chess is
on the order of 10^120 …A computer making a billion calculations a
second, would need approximately 3x10^103 years to consider all of
these moves.

(Dixit and Skeath, 1999: 66; K. Thompson, Sloane's A006494; )

First move using face:  44 single actions + many more

action combinations  AND

Can vary moves with prosody, gesture, and more
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emotionally intelligent moves?

Chess:  The first player can open with any of 20 actions and the second
player can respond with 20 as well.  After the first two moves, there
are 400 branches to specify.

After three moves there are 5362 distinct chess positions, and there are
8902 chess games that end in exactly 3 moves.  The number of
chess games that end in exactly n=4,5,6,7, … moves are 197,742,
4,897,256, 120,921,506, 3,284,294,545,….

It has been estimated that the total number of possible moves in chess is
on the order of 10^120 …A computer making a billion calculations a
second, would need approximately 3x10^103 years to consider all of
these moves.

(Dixit and Skeath, 1999: 66; K. Thompson, Sloane's A006494; )

First move using face:  44 single actions + many more

action combinations  AND

Can vary moves with prosody, gesture, and more

Chess timing per move:  minutes

Human interaction timing:  milliseconds



Challenge:

Decode/code all the moves of

social-emotional communication.



This is the problem faced daily by people on

the autism spectrum:  systemizing social-

emotional interaction

…She said that she could understand
“simple, strong, universal” emotions
but was stumped by more complex
emotions and the games people play.
“Much of the time, “ she said, “I feel
like an anthropologist on Mars.” ..
“She has instead to “compute” others’
intentions and states of mind, to try to
make algorithmic, explicit, what for the
rest of us is second nature.”  -Interview
with Temple Grandin, by Oliver Sacks



• Decode human social-emotional moves

• Team w/people (autistics) who “systemize”

• Extend human social-emotional communication

Summary & Challenge



The End


